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  This thesis seeks to employ the 
tactics of theater and the notion of 
collective experience in a way that 
is architecturally responsive to 
social occupation. 
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Occupy Wall St, NYC
Social 
Occupation.
"To be Seen is to be Heard."
 -Unknown
  Movements, demonstrations and 
occupations sprawl across public spaces, infiltrate 
infill sites and embed themselves in the urban fabric 
with agendas the mirror that of a performance. 
Looking to instances like the Occupy Wall St. 
Movements, Political Protests, and theatrical 
installations we understand the connection and 
relationship between our built environment and 
social expression. Historically this occupation has 
lead to civic unrest, destruction of property and 
rejection of institution.
Government Protests, Brazil
Trump Election Protests, NYC
Pussy Riot, Moscow
Occupy Wall St, NYC
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John Hedjuk
Theater
Stage and 
Spectator
Masks of Medusa, John Hedjuk
Masks of Medusa, 
John Hedjuk
Theater
Stage and 
Spectator
"The theatre was created to tell 
people the truth about life and the 
social situation."
 -Stella Adler
Masks of Medusa, John Hedjuk
The Manhattan Transcipts, Bernard Tschumi
 Giving social agency to architecture not 
through interjection of applied human
activity but through the personification of form and 
space. Architects like Bernard Tschumi and John 
Hejduk employ methods of stage making through 
architectural moves and installations. These nodes 
of interaction produce moments of unexpected 
encounter between user and spectator as well as 
adverse relationships between the architecture and 
its context. This thesis examines the analysis and 
reproduction of interaction using similar means
Environmental 
Theater.
Die In. Performace at Trump Tower 2016
Environmental theatre, a branch of the New 
Theatre movement of the 1960s that aimed 
to heighten audience awareness of theatre 
by eliminating the distinction between the 
audience's and the actors' space.
Encyclopedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/art/environmental-theatre
Target Platoon. Libertarian War 
Play. 2014 
Mother Courage. Bertolt Brecht Pulse One Month Anniversary. 
Los Angeles California
Pink Wash. Tel Aviv 2013
1. For each production whole space is designed.
2.The design takes into account space senses and 
space fields. 
3. Every part of the environment is functional
4. The environment evolves along with the play it 
embodies
5. The performer is included in all phases of planning 
and building. 
 As part of understanding these relationships 
I utilized knowledge and experience of theater to 
inform the development of the research. Specifically, 
Environmental Theater, which gained momentum 
in the 1960s as a branch of the living theater. This 
type of theater relies heavily on the stage, set and 
environment being cohesive. The actors and spectators 
are part of the construcion of this reality and maintain 
stake in the production and many of these instances 
also require site specific settings. Using these criteria, 
I begin to develop parameters for how this temporary 
structure will engage with the public and with its 
context. 
Casa de Musica, OMA
Institution.
"I started out trying to create 
buildings that would sparkle like 
isolated jewels."
-Zaha Hadid
Radio City Music Hall, Manhattan
Taipei Performing Arts Center, OMA
The Auditorium Theatre, Louis Sullivan
The theater is the manifestation of orchestrated 
experience, a built environment that stakes claim in 
the relationships between space, actor and spectator 
and does so to employ a social narrative. While this 
institution has long been the architectural provision 
of public engagement, changing social climates 
demand a reconsideration of this response. 
The Auditorium Theatre, Louis Sullivan
Temporality.
Prototype Square, Ansis Starks
Temporality.
"Being temporary doesn't make 
something matter any less, because 
the point isn't for how long, the point 
is that it happened."
-Robyn Schneider
BMW Lab, Atelier Bow-Wow
Cineroleum, Assemble Studio
Performance Hall, Raumlabor
 In this study of constructed intervention 
through the lens of the theater there is a stress on the 
importance of temporality, mobility and experiential 
qualities of this new public space. This temporary 
structure is a transient stage for social and political 
engagement, collective experience and occupation of 
public space through architectural means.
Study.
The study of theater typologies 
explores spacial relationships 
and agacencies between actor, 
spectator, backstage, audience 
and stage. These studies explore 
historic and contemporary 
adaptations of the theater and 
seek to critique the methods by 
which architecture engages the 
performer.
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Mechanisms
 Following the analysis of the theater as 
a programmatic typology I looked to the aspects 
of the theater that produce these qualities of 
theatricality and their abstracting in the realm of 
protest and social occupation. The first, looks 
at the space of management and the housing of 
specific program that support the textual and visual 
development and promotion of the event, this 
being critical to programs of protest that rely on 
establishing a base for outreach and education. The 
next space is directly adjacent to the performance 
area, production. The production facilities are 
the mechanics behind the scenes allowing for the 
manufacturing and creating of scenery and props as 
well as receiving goods and people. The next two 
spaces are intertwined, the Fly House and the Stage. 
The Fly House is the vertical infrastructure that 
supports the tectonics and mobility of pieces and 
people onstage as well as housing the lighting and 
theatrical support systems. The stage maintains the 
closest connection to the performer, it is the ground 
plane for the set and thus is not objective, it is just 
as much addressed and designed as any other piece 
of the set. When considering the implications of a 
set for protest the ground can be considered as not 
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Scenery.
only the plane for design and movement of set, but a 
way of understanding and providing for the movement 
of performers. Opposing the stage is the house, 
which this thesis contends that this is an unnecessary 
distinction. There should be an idea of fluidity between 
the performance space and that which you are allowed 
to occupy to view the production. And Lastly are the 
below stage spaces, dressing rooms, support spaces and 
quarters for the actors which for the sake of protest can 
be understood as part of the more permanent spaces on 
site.  Following the examination, we continue to decrease 
in scale now addressing components of scenic design. 
Much like architectural components these are standard 
pieces that one may use to construct the skeleton of 
the set or abstract into design principles of other units. 
From painted flats to varieties of access pieces even 
encompassing an examination of mobile pieces, this 
warehouse of scenic elements can be abstracted into 
elements that support the performance of protest as it 
exists today. 
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Protest.
 The siting of protest tends to occur in three types 
of public space. The first is the street corner, a part of 
the pedestrian walkway this area is accessible by an 
enormous amount of people and claims a decent amount 
of visibility. The second is the occupation of open public 
spaces, events like Occupy Wall St were able to claim 
these large swaths of valuable urban real estate and 
overlay their program on the site. The third is the protest 
march, an event that is transient and often has a short 
duration in respect to the other types of public protest. 
This thesis stakes the claim that this second occupation 
of public space, that of the open park is the one that 
offers the greatest ability for architectural intervention. 
The length of stay permitted, the size of the space and 
accessibility to public transportation and services, 
proximity to urban corridors and automotive paths as 
well as visibility to prominent context are all aspects that 
provide the greatest stage for this design intervention.
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Set.
 As a scenic designer who might be observing 
these elements for the production of a play I noted 
important literal and abstract aspects that support 
the cause and needs of these protest performers and 
translated them into preliminary stage set sketches. 
These sketches were then transposed though the idea of 
performance mapping to create a set of configurations of 
these protest programs that were previously established. 
The result is this framework for an architectural 
intervention that is both a stage and a set. Through its 
material and experiential qualities, it is a set. These 
scenes of installation start from the idea of corner soap 
boxes, that gain support spaces, moving inward as the 
occupiers grow in size and purpose and then expanding 
outward and in this act, staking more claim on the 
ground. Ground in this thesis is the relationship between 
the set and the established space it surrounds. This 
deconstructed theater not only sets a framework that 
begins to choreograph these stages of event, but exposes 
the backstage spaces that support the occurrence. The 
solid built form is the set and the voids created through 
arrangement, addition, subtraction, and rotation are what 
establish the traditional theatrical spaces in their voids. 
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 The user group for these pieces are clearly the 
actors of protest, while the spectators are more diverse. 
There are perhaps two types of spectators, the passive 
and the active that can engage with the project, and 
even over time might transition into new roles. These 
spectators are the random passerby and the individuals 
that maintain the ability to establish the change that 
the occupiers are seeking. The timeline of the project 
could range up to weeks, through its various schema and 
configurations as it gains agency in the space. Though it 
is important to understand that due to the nature of the 
program and this idea of temporary space the project can 
reach success in any one of its iterations.
In conclusion this thesis utilizes the study of theater 
and theatricality as a mode of design that has engaged 
this idea of actor and spectator through the medium of 
political and social discourse successfully. Architecture 
has maintained a passiveness that it can no longer 
afford to take, especially in the current social and 
political climate. As designers we are tasked with not 
only designing for the uncharged, sanctioned events of 
public space, but to design for spontaneous occupation, 
understanding the needs and implications of such 
events. This project specifically is a set and a stage that 
is temporary in nature in that it may be configured in 
multiple arrangements and assemblies to produce spaces 
that support public protest and occupation, through their 
existence and the spaces created by their adjacencies and 
siting. Thin, temporary and able to be manipulated and 
transformed, this is Paper Theater. 
 "This thesis seeks to employ the tactics of theater and the 
notion of collective experience in a way that is architecturally 
responsive to social agency. The theater is the manifestation of 
orchestrated experience, a built environment that stakes claim in 
the relationships between space, actor and spectator and does so 
to employ a social narrative. 
 While this institution has long been the architectural 
provision of public engagement, changing social climates demand 
a reconsideration of this response. 
 Movements, demonstrations and occupations sprawl across 
public spaces, infiltrate infill sites and embed themselves in the 
urban fabric with agendas the mirror that of a performance.  
 In this study of constructed intervention through the lens 
of the theater there is a stress on the importance of temporality, 
mobility and experiential qualities of this new public space. This 
temporary structure is a transient stage for social and political 
engagement, collective experience and occupation of public space 
through architectural means."
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